CyberData Corporation Releases New SIP IP66 Outdoor Horn,
Designed To Perform Outdoors, And Under Tough Weather Conditions

Monterey, CA - CyberData Corporation – In what has already been
a busy year for new releases, CyberData Corporation, The IP
Endpoint Company today announced the release of their new SIPenabled IP66 Outdoor Horn. This PoE-powered, IP66-rated SIP
Outdoor Horn is perfect for parking lots, garages, campuses,
shipping warehouses or anywhere there is a need for loud paging,
especially for outdoors.
Its IP66 rating provides customers with a powerful outdoor speaker designed to withstand tough
weather elements such as strong winds and driving rain. No separate amplifiers or wiring to other
horns are needed.
Sturdy and powerfully built, the SIP IP66 Outdoor Horn comes with a host of features that are
present throughout CyberData’s extensive line of SIP endpoints. Support for security code
access, delayed page support, two SIP extensions (one can be used as a night ringer), and ability
to receive pages directly from Polycom phones are typical operational features that have come to
be expected in a CyberData device. The difference with this device is it is CyberData’s first SIP
endpoint designed specifically for outdoors.
“Customers have been asking for a durable outdoor SIP speaker like this for a while. It’s got a
high IP rating, is easy to install, can stand up to the elements and deliver loud paging outdoors, “
said Phil Lembo, President & CEO of CyberData Corporation. “We maintain one of the most
comprehensive lists of IP PBX servers certified to work with our devices and I know there are a
lot of resellers out there looking for a sturdy outdoor speaker for paging in parking lots, garages
and more,” he continued, stating “we want to help resellers provide an overall solution for their
customers by developing the products those customers need.”
CyberData also has plans to release a Singlewire
InformaCast-enabled version of the IP66 Outdoor
Horn in the coming weeks. To learn more about
CyberData’s new SIP Outdoor IP66 Horn, please
visit www.CyberData.net
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